Fair Notice to the World
By Anna Von Reitz

Listen up: “the US” is not America.
The US is a filthy dirty commercial corporation owned and operated by the
Pope.
Listen up: “the USA, Inc” isn’t America.
The USA, Inc. is another dirty British Crown Corporation, also ultimately owned
by the Pope, with the Queen serving as the Overseer.
Listen up: the Americans are not paying the costs of any more wars in the
Ukraine or anywhere else.
Listen up: if NATO pulls any False Flags it will be the last thing NATO does.
Ditto that for the CIA and other alphabet soups.
Listen up: Vladimir Putin is not the enemy of America. Joe Biden is the enemy
of America.
Listen up: Joe Biden was put in place by men who hate this country and who
bought controlling interest in “the” US, INC. They put this filthy crook in control
to embarrass America and undermine American interests.
Listen up: It is time to put these corporations and the men who run them out of
business.
Listen up: don’t get lost in the drama of any False Flags or War Dramas. Make
it your aim to hunt down those Wall Streeters and politicians and technocrats
like Bill Gates who are responsible.

Listen up; we have been used as cheap mercenaries and abused as useful
idiots for far too long. This time, we charge back every dime. This time our
Secret Services takes out those who are responsible for the war-mongering and
atrocities — and that does not mean Vladimir Putin.
This time it’s NATO and DOD that take it in the shorts and get the Pink Slips,
and no, I am not talking about their favorite girly underwear.
Listen up: this time we hold the Pope responsible. This time we hold the Church
responsible for allowing this insanity. This time we call on every Catholic to
wake all the way up and see what their Church has become.
Listen up: there are aliens and an entire fleet of them parked in hyperspace
above this planet since 2012. These are prison transport ships from other Star
systems that are supposed to collect their own criminals and deport them back
home.
Listen up: Eisenhower’s Graeda Treaty and other series treaties apply only to
those who are actual employees of the Territorial United States Government.
Finally, listen carefully— Joe Biden and his corporation don’t own any land in
this country. They are bankrupt and we are their Priority Creditors, not their
collateral.
Please, everyone—- wake up! Move! Sound off! Make it count!
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